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Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Eldon:

Pursuant to the agreement amongst counsel, I have
attached unclassified summaries of the three classified
CRBRP safeguards studies which were identified in response
to Interrogatories III, 1 b) and 2 of NRDC's 18th Set.

Very truly yours,

e L. Edg r
A ney for
Project Management Corporation

cc (w/ attachment): Service List
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UNCLASSIFIED SUMMARY OF.

CRBRP SAFEGUARD STUDIES

This unclassified document summarizes some of the
~

history of Applicants' ef forts to address the CRBRP safeguards issue.
More particularily, this document summarizes the information contained
in the following three classified CRBRP safeguard studies:

(1) " Shortest Possible Sabotage Paths for the CRBRP,"
Daniel and Darby, SAND 77-1710, Sandia
Laboratories (Confidential).

(2) " Sabotage Vulnerability Study for CRBRP," N. R.
Ortiz, SAND 77-1728, Sandia Laboratories (Secret).

(3) "CRBRP Sabotage Analysis," SAI-C-23-PA, May 1979

(Confidential).

In order to provide a context for evaluation of the
information in these studies, it is noted that additional information
has been made available by the applicant which relates to: (1) the
feasibility of designing CRBRP safeguards systems to meet applicable
NRC requirements and (2) the cost of safeguards systems so designed.
Both of the above in light of: The perceived threat, the criteria to
be employed, the state of technology as it relates to the criteria and
design characteristics of the safeguards system, and finally the major
design characteristics of the safeguards system.

Information which bears on the case in point are:

1, The PSAR, Chapter 13.7 provides information for
construction permit purposes concerning the CRBRP

.

security system.
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l 2. Attachment A provides detailed documentation which
describes the evolution of and particulars relative to

the CRBRP safeguards system design and criteria.

3. Attachment B provides detailed documentation which
F describes the cost of safeguards at CRBRP.
,

|

4. Attachment C provides a summary of the manner in which
I the saf eguards system, described in SDD 18, has been

refined in response to plant design changes and analysis
perf ormed in evaluating the security system.

In this larger context of design evolution, the three
classified studies served as standards for evaluation and improvement
of the CRBRP security system.

In mid 1976, CRBR organized a task force to develop
security criteria f or the plant. The task force included'

representatives from:

1. The Office of Safeguards and Security, Department of
Energy;

I

| 2. The Nuclear Security Group, TVA;

3. Burns and Roe, the architect-engineer for CRBRP; and

- - 4. Project Management Corporation (as the lead
organization).

These meetings gave rise to the industrial security
system criteria with various iterations (see Attachment A).

At about the same time, Sandia, which had been engaged
in similar analysis regarding light water reactors, expressed an
interest in expanding the scope of its ef fort to include breeders.

.
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Sandia was tasked with reviewing the plant and determining likely
This effort resulted in thesabotage paths for an outsider threat.

first two of the referenced classified studies.

In 1977, because of the Carter Administration's ef forts
However, given

to stop CRBR development, the Sandia work was halted.
the Congressional response that the CRBR ef fort should continue,

SAI was already doing
design work f or the security system continued.
work for CRBR in common mode failures.

Since any potential sabotour

would have to attack the same type of systems, similar analytical
technique would be useful and SAI was asked to expand its work to
include potential sabotage scenarios. This resulted in the third of

the referenced classified studies.

Since that time, the system has been continually
reviewed for potential improvement as the state of the art improves
and as other potential problems are uncovered or plant designs are

At this time, the plant is being subjected to an internalmodified.
analysis by Sandia (back on board since the Reagan Administration took

to determine what system interactions can be treated tooffice)

prevent a potential sabotage.

The summaries of the analytical methods and major

conclusions of the three referenced classified studies follow.
i

STUDY ONE

SHORTEST SABOTAGE PATHS~

One important aspect of the aspect of the safeguards study'

for CRBRP concerns preventing the possible sabotage of vital
the destruction of which endangers the public through;

| equipment,
release of radioactive materials. This sabotage analysis f alls

determining vital locations and targetinto three primary areas

within the f acility, determining the shortest time paths to these
locations, and assessing the defense against possible sabotage
attacks upon these locations. The methods of analysis employed

,

- _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - . _ - .. - - _ _-. - .__ - _ _ _ - _ - .- - _ . _ - _ _ _ . - .
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are described in D. D. Boozer, B. L. Hume, S. L. Daniel, G. B.

Varnado, H. A. Bennett, L. D. Chapman, and D. Engi, "Safspp3rds
Systems Effectiveness Modeling," SAND 76-0428, Sandia 1

Lab' oratories, September 1976 (Attachment D) . This paper w~as a
pioneering effort which Sanida was developing in what they
anticipated would be a requirement as future plants, not only of

the power generating type but reprocessing and fabrication as

well, came on line. The methodology used combines several

analytic techniques to provide a means of assessing the relative

|
vulnerabilities of fixed f acilities to sabotage or thef t. In

! order to start the study, the first step is to gather information

relative to the specific plant, for example, the plant physical

layout, a model of the plant (if available) and a description of
l the security system. From this information, a computer model of

the plant is developed. Then af ter vital equipment and its

location are defined, the anlaysis can begin.

Tht analysis of vital locations is discussed in N. R. Ortiz,
.

" Sabotage Vulnerability Study for CRBRP," SAND 77-1728, Sandia,

Laboratories, 1981, which is summarized below. The shortest time

paths from the boundary of the facility to the vital locations

were identified in the interactive graphics program SABATH (S. L.

Daniel, "The Interactive Graphics Path to Nuclear Reactor
;

| Safeguards," in '76 COBE Symposium - Abstracts, SAND 76-0446,
Sandia Laboratories, September 1976 (Attachment E), modified the
use of shortest sabotage path subroutine, SPTE 3: "A Subroutine
for Finding Shortest Sabotage Paths," SAND 77-1060, Sandia-

Laboratories, July 1977 (Attachment F)). Since the work described
above was a pioneering effort, it was only natural that

improvements would be found. These documents explain how to

construct a sabotage graph which models any fixed-site facility
and how 'to use the subroutine SPTH3 to find physical routes

through the site which would allow an adversary to take advantage
of the greatest weaknesses in the system of barriers and alarms.
The subroutine SPTH3 is a tool with which safeguards designers and
analysts can study the relative ef fects of design changes on the

_ . -. - - - _
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adversary routing problem. In addition to showing how to use'

SPTH3, this report discusses the methods used to find shortest

paths and several implementation details which cause SPTH3 to be

extremely efficient. The major steps in the path analysis are

preparation of a " graph model" describing the facility,

digitization of data describing the facility, assignment of

weighting factors for the graph model, and graphic representation
,

of results. The major conclusions of the study are:

1. The study demonstrated that in planning one could not

always intuitively pick the shortest path to a given

vital area target. In other words, if an individual,

including trained ones, were to study the plans of a

plant, one way to get to a specific location would

appear better than another; but the computer program in

many cases would pick an even quicker path.

2. That given the shortest / quickest routes to a target

adding adversary interruption sequence to the security

design would than show new paths many of which surpirsed
participants. In this context the computer program

proved to be interactive with participants in that the

program improved as it was more used. This would not be

demonstrated unless it was used on a specific plant

design. The interactive phenomenon is interesting in,

that it virtually means that the analyst (s) and the

computer would hold a conversation. The analyst (s)

could input a question such as: What would happen if a

certain door design is changed to make it explosive
resistant? The computer would then evaluate that path |

again and, if a significant improvement was made by the
suggested change, a new path would be suggested. It

should be noted that a high level of knowledge is,

required by the analyst, hence a team rather than just
an individual is required.

.__- - - _ - -_ . _ _ _ __- -_ - --_ - --_. - --.-.
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3. By locking in a given path the program could show that
one technique was superior to another for adversary

interruption in some cases. BG: A hardened door rather
than a fence. In other cases the reverse might be true.

This is another example of the interactive nature of. the

study. Or in the case of a violent attack by a

dedicated terrorist group to get to a piece of vital

equipment, a series of increasing penalties could be
imposed such as electric shocks or explosive bolt locks,

which in effect could seal off a room. It should b'e
noted that these are examples or the type systems that

could be used and are not necessarily in use at CRBR.

STUDY TWO

SABOTAGE TARGET IDENTIFICATION

This is an analysis of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant

Project (CRBRP) to determine the vital areas within which sabotage
could result in significant release of radioactivity. The objectives

of this study are (1) to determine the fundamental co'abinations of
| sabotage events that could cause significant radioactive material

release from the reactor facility, (2) to determine the f undamental'

combinations of locations where these events could occur, and 3) to

determine the minimum set of locations that, if protected, could

largely reduce the likelihood of release.

The fault tree was analyzed using the computer code SETS
i

(Attachment G). The vital area analysis technique identifies vital

areas which either singly or in combination can lead to the top event

| in the sabotage fault tree, namely significant release of radiation.
These vital areas are associated with different plant systems vital

for the saf e shutdown of the facility. Results show that there are
about 392,600 fundamental combinations of events, occurring at 68

combinations of locations, which could cause significant relase of
radioactivity. Results show that there are 15 vital locations which

,

could be possible targets of sabotage. . The computer code also inverts

;
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the sabotage fault tree yielding a fault tree which essentially
describes protection of the facility from sabotage. This tree is

solved in a similar manner with sets of complement locations or
protection locations as results. Twenty (20) complement locations are
identified which, if protected against sabotage, could reduce the
likelihood of significant release of radioactive material.

The information from both of these studies was used in: * .

\

|
improvement of the original security system design. For example, if

in Study One it was determined that to get to vital equipment X ani

outside forr.e attacking the plant would have to enter door "A",

proceed to stairway "B," and blow down door "C," and that sequence

would take 12 minutes. If then locking door "A" could increase this
time to 18 minutes, the computer would then pick a new path with a
time less than 18 minutes. Painstakingly, this was done for each
vital area with many sequences until all times exceeded the response
times of the security forces for each vital area respectively. A

variety of, adversary interruption techniques were used throughout the
plant. To explain: an adversary interruption technique is anything
which can slow down, contain or otherwise delay individuals who are
trying to go somewhere they should not be. There are a virtual
cornucopia of these ranging anywhere from a simple door up through
vaults to trenches, moats, etc. The proalem is to pick the least one
that can do the job. For example, it would be ludicrous to put a
vault door on an office vithout some material of significance in it.
Conversely, to protect vital equipment with a turnstile would be just
as unthinking. In all systems, there must be three elements--delay,

-

-

Thealarm, assessment, and if needed, a response as a fourth element.
delay must be long enough to contain intruder until response can take

'

place. The major conclusions of the study were as follows:

1. When the type of analysis done in study two is combined
witb that done in study one, a site specific security
system can be designed with the resulting system
targeted to protect specific vital equipment or chains
of equ'ipment so that funds are not wasted in just

.

.

.._ _ _ --.-_ _ --- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Protection of space. By site specific is meant for such
conditions as terrain (hilly, rocky, flat) weather (wet,
dry, foggy) , soil (sand, clay, loam) , size (acreage) ,
number of reactors, and many others will influence the
type of system to be used, and the interactive nature of*

the computer program is invaluable in this selection
.

process.

The study shows, again inconjunction with study one,2.

that all paths to a specific target cannot be
intuitively determined. Once all paths are identified
then the interruption of those paths is facilitated.

Hardware selected is optimized to interfere as little as3.

|
possible with plant operations. For example on doors to
vital areas, the card reader accomplishes the task of

|
unlocking the door. If a standard key lock were used,
additional systems would have to be added to accomplish
the identification authorization functions.

STUDY THREE

CRBRP SABOTAGE ANALYSIS SAI-C-23-PA OF MAY 1979

This study was undertaken by SAI to determine what likely
sabotage targets are in the CRBRP, as designed. A full fault tree of
the plant systems was done so that not only could system operation be

The eventsviewed, but also system interaction and plant locations.- -

in teh fault tree were then analyzed to see what actions a sabotour
could take to cause a CDA and a relase of radioactivity beyond the
part 100 limits. In all cases considered, loss of of fsite power was a

This was done because offsite power is the easiest event in agiven.
series of events leading to a CDA to eliminate since it is not~

necessary to gain access to the site to incapacitate it, and its loss
The studies which weremakes the site rely on emergency systems.

Previously done by sandia (i.e., I and 2 above) were made available to
SAI.

. . _ .- , _ .-_ _. __ . _- . _ _
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As an example of the type of scenario considered (and without!

|
|

reference to a specific system or cell, which would make it
classified), a system was located that had both remote and central
control with redundancy for each loop. It was determined that by,

pushing three buttons all located in adjacent cells, the entire heat
This situation was corrected by designing a logicsink could be lost.

circuit into the system so that if the first button were pushed it
| if the second button were pushed that actionwould cause an alert,

would lock the third button so that it could not be activated.
Similarly, all systems in the heat transport loops were analyzed to

|

find weaknesses that the security system did not protect and additions
A "fix" such as the one described in the example wouldwere made.

cost less than ten dollars to implement,

t

The major conclusions of this study were:

I 1. That design changes in the plant had created the
potential for possible sabotage scenarios not previous
uncovered.

|

That once these scenarios were uncovered they could be2.
" fixed" in a cost ef fective manner, within the f rame
work of the existing security system.

That the modular design of the security system would3.

permit future upgradings to take place without major.

redesign effort.

_

Certain other points raised in the study were disregarded as-

not being credible since they considered areas which were outside the
For example, the idea of an attacking force havingexpertise of SAI.

artillery weapons and the ef fect of these weapons on the CRBRP
building was disregarded. This was done for two reasons. First, in

studies of terrorist groups, there is no history of any terrorist

__ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . _ . - _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ . _ . ._
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group having artillary weapons since 1*t would impede the rapid
movement characteristic of these groups. Secondly, in the opinion of
CRBR staf f expert in these areas, artillery would not be ef fective
against buildings such as those in the CRBRP nuclear island. Also any

scenario which required more than three separate actions was
disregarded. For example, if it was a requirement for a sabotour to'

go to more than three different cells (roo'as) to accomplish actions
which would result in a potential release of radioactivity and all .

actions would be required for that release then it was disregarded.
This was done due to the fact that the tirae involved would obviate
such a series of actions by attracting attention to those actions as
they were occurring. However, it should be noted that the design of
the security system is such that the movement of personnel throughout
the vital areas of the plant will be being monitored at all times.

.
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ATTACHMENT A
'

CRBRP CORRESPONDENCE

LTR. N3. DATE SUBJECT FROM-TO

BD 60864 12/15/76 Industrial Security Design Criteria Brolin to Riley

CSM 697 12/29/76 Clear Zones Riley to Brolin

Bd 70143 2/11/77 CRBRP Industrial Security Criteria Hellerung to Riley

BD 70165 2/16/77 CRBRP: Industrial Security System Response Hellerung to Riley/
Caffey

EN 1577007 3/7/77 A&C Industrial Security Criteria Riley to Brolin

EN 1577008 3/10/77 Security Hardware Meeting Riley to Brolin

EB 70140 5/2/77 Implementation of Industrial Security Hess to Aneja
*

criteria

EN 1577019 6/1/77 Pre CCB Meeting on Industrial Security Penico to Multipl.e

Memo 1086 6/20/78 Summary of RC10-005 Industrial Security Penico to Riley

System

BD 81102 11/10/78 ECP for Changes to Security Systen B&R to PO

EN 1579019 1/4/80 Forwarding of AECs on Security System PO to B&R

EN 1579019 1/4/80 Forwarding AECs Concerning Security System PO to B&R

ICT 80434 12/31/80 Discussed Ups for Security System PO to B&R

PR 81184 2/25/81 Award of Security System Contract PO to B&R

BP 10926 7/14/81 Forwards Changes to Security System, VIZ: Ascher to Riley

Delete Clare Lights, Identifies Heat
Load for HVAC

RPS 81521 10/1/81 Gives Guidance on Procurement Actions / task PO to BER
B&R to Investigate Access Control Booth

CM 82-034 2/8/82 Approval of SDD18 Ups U/H/BER
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i CRBRP ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS

1. System Design Description 18
" Radiological Security System"

;

; With 11 revisions, last revision dated 12/81 in five parts,
all parts except Section 1 are safeguards information in

: accordance with 10 C.F.R. Parc 73, Section 21.

2, 10 C.F.R. Part 11: Part 25: Part 50 (these applicable
Paragraphs, 34(c), 34(d), 34(e): Part 70 (Paragraph 20a):
Part 73 (these applicable Sections, 20, 21, 25, 26, 45,
46, 55, 71, 72, 80. Appendices B and C): and Part 95 for
applicable documents.

i 3. All appropriate SANDIA handbooks on Security System, E.G. Intrusion
Detection System handbook SAND 76-0554 SANDIA Nov. '76 as revised. .

'

.
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ATTACHMENT B

.- , .

DOCUMENT LIST
| SAFEGUARDS-

..

INFORMATION 73.21RETRIEVAL-

I.D. j)AIZ IES EQ
DOCDMENT X

BD70567 06/C ' /77
BCP B10-005, Rev. O

BD80415 05/15/78 X
ECP B10-005, Rev. 1 X

EN:CM:78-198 07/i'/78
DOE Approval of B10-005,

Rev. 1 X
BD01147 09/03/78

Semi-Annual Cost Review X
BD10484 04/09/81

Semi-Annual Cost Review
Agenda

06/05/81 X
BD10746Semi-Annual Cost Review X
EN:CM:81-219 09/21/81

ECP B18-009
18.AA-7-001 01/25/81 X

Study, Security Facilities 02/25/81 X
PR:81-184Award Approval X
BD10198 05/03/81

Award Contract Transmittal
N/A 06/30/81 X

Proposal - Johnson 07/01/80 X
N/AProposal - VT 07/01/80 X
N/AProposal - Diamond 06/30/80 X
N/AProposal - Sygnetron 10/30/80 X
N/A

B&F - Johnson 10/27/80 X
N/A

B&F - VT 10/30/80 X
N/A

B&F - Diamond 06/30/80 X
N/A XBEF Sygnetron

PO:084-80 01/17/80i

Fair Cost Estimate X
P3066-1291 02/25/80

XPurchase REQ
P3066-1520 02/25/81

Purchase REQ X
P3066-1291, 11/11/81

Purchase REQ Rev. 1
Transmittal 09/06/81 X

, Contract Waiver Requests
033

X
BD11153 09/09/81

CNRs to Project Office 10/13/81
X

B210939CNRs to Sygnetron 11/16/81 X
N/A

Return CNRs to Burns
and Roe from Sygnetron

04/15/82
X

i

N/A XTelefax (from Sygnetron) 03/30/82B220410
Contract Amendment

AD - 32 -
SET XVIII

_. --. . - . - - - . - . ._ . _ , . . - _ - .. ..--



ATTACHMENT C

.

$CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM SINCE B10 005 (THE ECP WHICH CREATED SDD 16)
,.

CostReasonChange

Added card reader It was possible to go from non-vital $5,000

and TV camera to to vital area without clearance.
elevator in Con-
trol Building.

Moved Door to Old location of door permitted too many Drawing

enter Control people into Control Room in order to Change

Room and '.ts see plant supervisor. only

associated
card reader.

Added thre'e Result of analysis which showed $4,5004

card readers weakness.

in Cell 271.

Changed exterior Increased system reliability and Saving of

E field was more labor intensive in $115,000
sensor from E
field to micro- installation and less reliable in
wave. As part performance. The original TV pole

of the same proved more expensive and less
change, type of stable than requirements dictated.

TV support poles
i were changed.
1

.-

!

!

!
>

|

|
|

AD - 36 -SET XVIII
.- __ . . .. . . . . . . - . _ - - . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

i

!

)
|)In the Matter of )
t
'

(
)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY )
) Docket No. 50-537'

PROJECT MANAGEMENT CORPORATION ),

)
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY )

7

)
(Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant) )

i

'

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Service has been effected on this date by personal

delivery or first-class nail to the following:
Marshall E. Miller, Esquire
Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dr. Cadet H. Hand, Jr.
Director
Bodega Marine Laboratory
University of California

| P. O. Box 247
Bodega Bay, California 94923

Mr. Gustave A. Linenberger
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545 ,

' Daniel Swanson, Esquire
'Stuart Treby, Esquire
Office of Executive Legal Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545 (2 copies)
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into a sabotage location equation. Site protection can tl$en be considered fre.n the standpoint of site

1

locations rather than elementary eventc. Examples are presented which illustrate this methodology

and show how the Set Eqoation Transformation System (SETS) can be used to accomplish the transfor-
' '

mation of variables.

* Pathfinding Algorithms Applied to Safeguards Studies

B. L. Hulme, SLA

A problem which arises infixed-site safeguards studies is that of finding routes which are in
some sense optimal for the thief or saboteur. One approach is to model the site with a graph

(network) in which the nodes represent a discrete set of locations interconnected by arcs. If the

nodes and arcs are assigned weights representing some quantity to be minimized (say time or

distance or detection probability), then certain kinds of shortest paths in the graph will represent

routes that are optimal in the sense of the given weights. These paths indicate where the site is

vulnerable, and their lengths give crude measures of relative vulnerability.

This talk will briefly describe (a) Dijkstra's algorithm for finding shortest paths from one
node to all other nodes in a graph and (b) Floyd's algorithm for finding shortest paths between all

pairs of nodes. Then it will be shown how these two procedures can be tailored to the problems of

finding shortest theft and sabotage paths.

The Interactive Graphics Path to Nuclear Reactor 3afeguards

S. L. Daniel, SLA

In recent months, nuclear reactor plants and the protection of these plants against sabotage

has been a subject of much concern. This paper describes an interactive graphics program called

SABPATH which computes and displays shortest paths from the boundary of a reactor facility to

|
certain vital areas within the facility. These vital areas must be successfully defe:.ded to preclude

acts of sabotage. The physical arrangement of the facility is transformed into a graph theoretic

model by defining vital areas (hardware nodes), boundary and barrier penetration points (boundary
and barrier nodes), and all allowable node interconnections. Dijkstra's and Floyd's algorithms are

employed to determine shortest paths on the resulting graph. The physical paths are displayed on
a simplified plot plan of the reactor facility. The interactive capabilities of the program provide a
sneans of rapidly assessing the effects of various safeguard options. .
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